
Centre for Distance and Online Education, P.U. Chandigarh. 

Submission of Online assignments  

M.A. Punjabi, 1
st
  Semester 

Important Notice of Second Chance 

 

The Department of Punjabi, CDOE, Panjab University will conduct its online multiple choice assignments on 02/01/2024 second chance 

for M.A. Punjabi Semester–I for the candidates who are absent in all four papers.  The schedule for the same is uploaded for your information. 

You will not be able to open the assignments by clicking on the link before the fixed time and table of the assignments. If you do click on the 

link before time you will get the response, ‘‘the form is not longer accepting responses”. Please do not worry or panic. The link will definitely 

open on the fixed time and date of the schedule assignment. 

 

 On 02/01/2024                                      Session 2023-24                                                                                Mode: Online 
Sr. No. Day                      Name of Papers Time Link of online assignments  

1. 02/01/24 Paper-I Madhkali Punjabi Sahit Da Itihas 10:00 AM to 10:30 AM https://forms.gle/KdpkDRyy1dCSLcyw7  

2. 02/01/24 Paper-II Sahit Sidhant, Sanatani Kav 

Shastra ate Punjabi Alochana 

10:30 AM to 11:00 AM https://forms.gle/tRLDWTDjd93kgX2p7  

3. 02/01/24 Paper-III (i) Madhkali Punjabi Kav 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM https://forms.gle/94LUhpbewjZkVKgT8  

4. 02/01/24 Paper-IV (i) Punjabi Novel Da Adhiyan  11:30 AM to 12:00 NOON https://forms.gle/cukyMft8kMWfiEAU7  

   Note: Kindly see the important instructions on Annexure-I                                                                                                                                          

  -Sd- 

                                                                                                                                                                                               Coordinator  

                                                                                                                                                                                               Deptt. of Punjabi 

 

 

https://forms.gle/KdpkDRyy1dCSLcyw7
https://forms.gle/tRLDWTDjd93kgX2p7
https://forms.gle/94LUhpbewjZkVKgT8
https://forms.gle/cukyMft8kMWfiEAU7


Annexure-I 
 

 

 Note: Important Instructions. 

     

1. As per the syllabus, 20 marks are for internal assessment. For 20 marks internal assessment, you will submit an online assignment each paper for evaluation        

to CDOE is an important and compulsory component of your examination. 

2. It is mandatory for all the students to submit the above mentioned assignments. 

3. There are 20 objective-multiple choice question of 1(One) mark each. 

4. A student has to attempt all the questions in the given time of 30 minutes. You will be given only one chance to attempt/ submit the assignments. 

5. No extra chance will be given. 

6. The Google Forms links will be active only during the given time slots. 

7. Keep your enrolment card ready with you. 

8. Before starting attempting the questions,  the student is supposed to fill the information of given the below points: 

Name of students 

 Father Name 

 Class 

 Semester 

 Enrolment No. 

 Phone  No. 

 E-Mail ID of students 

9. If the student will not attempt the assignments, he/she will be awarded zero in internal assessment. There is no third chance to attempt the assessments. 

 -Sd- 

         Coordinator  
                                                                                                                                                              Deptt. of  Punjabi 

 


